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ANNEMARIE MOL (1958 - )

Dutch philosopher and ethnographer

Currently Professor, Anthropology of the 

Body, University of Amsterdam

Studied health care in the 1990s/2000s

Science and technology studies (STS)



DIFFERENCES IN MEDICINE: UNRAVELING 
PRACTICES, TECHNIQUES, AND BODIES (1998)

Co-edited anthology with Marc Berg

Medicine is not unified monolith, but diverse multiplicity

Attend to the complexity as it is practiced

Berg, M. & Mol, A. (Editors) (1998). Differences in Medicine: unraveling practices, techniques, and 

bodies. Durham & London: Duke University Press.



THE BODY MULTIPLE: 
ONTOLOGY IN MEDICAL PRACTICE (2002)

An ethnography of a disease in a Dutch hospital

(***not the people with the disease)

Disease: Atherosclerosis

Question: how does medicine enact its objects of 

concern and treatment? 

Key concepts: enactment; multiplicity; ontological 

politics

Mol, A. (2002). The body multiple: Ontology in medical practice. Durham & London: Duke University 

Press. 



ONTOLOGICAL POLITICS (MOL, 2002)

“a politics that has to do with the way in which 

problems are framed, 

bodies are shaped, 

and lives are pushed and pulled into one shape or another” (p. viii)



THE LOGIC OF CARE: 
HEALTH AND THE PROBLEM OF PATIENT CHOICE (2008)

Logics: practices with affinities, commonalities, and 

coherence within specific locales. 

An ideal put into practice “carries a whole world with it: a 

specific mode of organizing action and interaction; of 

understanding bodies, people and daily lives; of dealing 

with knowledge and technologies; of distinguishing 

between good and bad; and so on” (p 7)

Mol, A. (2008). The logic of care: Health and the problem of patient choice. London: Routledge.



THE LOGIC OF CARE: 
HEALTH AND THE PROBLEM OF PATIENT CHOICE (2008)

Choice a widely celebrated ideal in ‘Western’ countries

Choice seen as the counter to paternalism 

BUT 

Mol raises doubt about it as ideal for health care

Emphasizing choice can make other ideals suffer

e.g. “It’s your choice” not always reassuring

Choice logic is not the only answer to paternalism



DIABETES AS CASE STUDY

Why diabetes?

- Technology and medicalization are seen as good things

- Challenging the idea that technology isn’t part of care

- Affects wide range of people; if choice logic doesn’t fit, then it’s 

the logic that’s the issue

- Cure is not possible; so what should treatment aim to do?

- Patients rarely in acute states, so less imposing to study



CHOICE LOGIC: CUSTOMER VERSION

Seller provides options; customers choose among what’s offered

- ie, much pre-determined by external experts before the person gets to make 

a choice

- So ‘choice’ is a bit ironic

In choice logic health care, scientific knowledge pre-selects what outcomes 

matter

- e.g. tight blood sugar control statistically associated with fewer complications

THEN people are given options: yes/no try this medication; yes/no track blood 

sugars at home



CHOICE LOGIC: CUSTOMER VERSION

Once the purchase is complete, customers live with the outcomes

- The seller doesn’t owe them more 

In choice logic health care, they have made their choice – whatever 

it is. Job is done.

- e.g. someone doesn’t track blood sugars at home. Fine, that’s their 

choice; they are left to their own devices, labeled non-compliant



Image copied from Mol (2008)

CHOICE LOGIC: CUSTOMER

Stoking desire 

[Promising more than is realistic]

[Great things are possible, if only you 

choose to comply]



DOES THIS REFLECT LIFE WITH DIABETES?

What people desire – cure – is not possible

What matters more is what is sensible 

Healthcare is not transactional, but a longer relationship, working 

together over time to craft a more bearable way of living

Results do not reflect care quality – probabilities, odds

Good quality care strives for good results – while knowing the odds

- Expect changes to create new problems



CHOICE LOGIC: CITIZEN VERSION

Citizens control their own lives and matters

Citizens make rational decisions, and tame their passions

Autonomy matters above all; autonomy is freedom

Citizens are emancipated



DOES THIS REFLECT LIFE WITH DIABETES?

There is no central control from which we seek emancipation

- Health care practitioners aren’t feudal lords

- We cannot emancipate ourselves from our bodies

Dependency is not to be avoided, is not a sign of submission, but can make life 

better

- Just the reality of chronic and progressive diseases

- Dispersed coordination can support better living

Passion isn’t a problem; pleasure matters. Some given up to access others

Good life isn’t pre-determined in advance for everyone + changes over time



CARE LOGIC IN PRACTICE:  

Tinkering with the collectives 

in which we live

Tinkering with what might 

make a difference to craft 

a more bearable life

Disease is located in a LIFE 

– not just a body

Relinquishing the illusion of 

control – striving for good 

results



CHOICE LOGIC: THE ROLE OF EXPERT/KNOWLEDGE

Decided in advance by experts:

What outcomes are best (e.g. RCTs)/what strategies to try (e.g. 

guidelines)

Patient moment of choice



CARE LOGIC: THE ROLE OF EXPERT/KNOWLEDGE

Patient: what would make life better? 

Clinician (mobilizing clinical knowledge): What might produce that effect? 

What should we try first? 

Implement; evaluate effects, goods and bads that result; keep tinkering

Anticipate changes to create new disruptions 

Expect shifts over time



TINKERING IN PHYSICAL REHABILITATION PRACTICE

Struhkamp, Mol, & Swierstra

(2009): physical rehabilitation 

orients to the logic of care

Can we accept this at face 

value?

Struhkamp, R, Mol, A, Swierstra, T. (2009). Dealing with In/dependence: Doctoring in Physical 

Rehabilitation Practice. Science, Technology and Human Values 34(1), 55-76.



EXAMPLES

ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF TWO CHILDREN’S NEUROMUSCULAR 

REHABILITATION TEAMS IN CANADA

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: BARBARA GIBSON, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

FOCUS: MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (DUCHENNE, BECKER’S, INTERMEDIATE)

DATA INCLUDED OBSERVATION OF PRACTICE (44 APPOINTMENTS)



QuinnPT started with, “Okay, here’s the thing,” and Mom immediately made a face like 

she didn’t want to hear anything bad about the trampoline. QuinnPT talked about how 

Cameron’s ankles had rotated a bit. Mom jumped in and said that he wears his shoes, 

which provide support. QuinnPT said, “Not really support for his ankles.” Mom said she 

did not want to deny him the trampoline because “he really loves it!” QuinnPT nodded, 

but then began to list some of the things she was concerned about such as the pressure 

on his ankles and compression fractures. She added that she appreciates that he liked 

it, but was very concerned about compression fractures. Mom looked a bit upset about 

this as she looked over at Cameron, who was playing with his book. QuinnPT then 

added with a sympathetic tone, “It’s not an activity I’d recommend, but it’s up to you 

three (the family), and I appreciate where you’re coming from.” Mom nodded but she 

didn’t look happy. QuinnPT then changed the subject…

Gibson, B. (2018). Post-critical physiotherapy ethics: A commitment to openness. In Manipulating Practices: A 

critical physiotherapy reader. DOI: https://doi.org/10.23865/noasp.29

https://doi.org/10.23865/noasp.29


Dad began to talk about how they spend a lot of time at the cottage with 

family. Dad talked about who was there and the kind of things they all do 

together. Dad then said that they go on the trampoline. He said it with a bit of 

hesitation. He noted that Eliot really liked it and it was something he could do 

with his cousins as well. KevinDrN nodded. Dad noted he knew it wasn’t the best 

idea but his cousins were careful with Eliot. KevinDrN then explained the 

reasons why “we don’t like the trampoline”. He talked about fractures and 

myoglobinaria [similar concerns heard with Cameron]. He did not outright say 

not to go on the trampoline but stressed some of the concerns they had. 

KevinDrN then said, “But it’s a balance because we want him to live and be with 

his cousins.” Dad agreed. He said that Eliot goes on the trampoline for a few 

minutes. Dad explained how it’s hard to tell a child not to do something they 

enjoy, “it break my heart.” KevinDrN nodded and agreed with dad. KevinDrN

reiterated that he doesn’t want to say no but that find other activities to do with 

his cousins. Dad noted that there were other activities they do together…

[unpublished excerpt]



KristaMother talked about the new personal support worker they have and how well he 

and Kyle got along. She then paused and said that when they go swimming, he will toss 

Kyle around the pool. She looked worried. CaraDR smiled and said she was not 

worried at all. She said she wanted Kyle to have fun. She said that even if they found 

small fractures, they would deal with it. She didn’t want Kyle to stop having fun. 

KristaMother looked relieved. Kyle kept his eyes on his iPad.

[unpublished excerpt]



LaurenPT showed Amaan how flexible his ankle was on this side. Mom jumped in and said that he does do his 

stretches and that she’s always on him to do it, concluding that sometimes he doesn’t do them.

LaurenPT then sat on the bed closer to Amaan and showed him illustrations of the body’s muscular system and 

how stretching and exercising his muscles will help his body move. She then added how using the braces on his 

legs will help with this process. Amaan looked at the diagram as she pointed to various parts of the body, but 

did not nod or do anything to acknowledge that he understood what she was saying. Mom nodded and 

watched as the PT spoke. LaurenPT then ended the discussion by saying that he had a choice of when he 

wanted to wear the braces [AFOs], either at night or all day. Amaan looked over at his mom. His mom 

indicated that it was up to him, depending on what was comfortable for him. LaurenPT then pulled out a 

laminated document with pictures of legs. She explained that in each picture, the person had not worn their 

braces and now their feet were angled downward and would not sit flat on the wheelchair foot rest. Amaan

looked at the pictures and nodded, expressionless. Mom then added, “Plus, you can’t wear your shoes!” 

LaurenPT indicated that was correct and added, “You can’t wear your shoes to school or a job interview.” 

Amaan just looked at the pictures and then to LaurenPT. LaurenPT then said, “Okay, I’m going to put the scary 

pictures away. You don’t have to look at it.”

[unpublished excerpt]



TINKERING & THE LOGIC OF CARE

Humility & spirit of experimentation – “fuzzy, complex, and adaptable style of knowing 

and acting that is crucial to clinical settings” (Struhkamp, Mol & Swiestra, 2009, p. 56)

Considering the collectives in which people live, and experimenting to produce good 

effects – and that clinicians do not know in advance what are good effects



QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

What would we need to tinker with to shift 

physiotherapy practice more toward the logic 

of care? 

Do current understandings of “patient/client-

centeredness” orient more to a logic of choice 

or care? In what ways?

How are the logics of choice and care 

embedded in your practice? 


